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of
cases. The idea
a best practice has a long
:d and recognized history in munug"meri
dating back to classical works by preaerick

Elton Mayo to more recent studies by peters
!1and
Waterman and by Osborne and Gaebler
lKatorobo,
Overman and Boyd,

lgg4). public management
of

;t in best practices has been visible
at all levels

. The State of New york has established
a
Iing legislative committee on Best practices,

while
National Govemoris Association, the
General
:es Administration, and numerous
other groups
established awards for best practices
in public
ions (Rocheleau,2000). Effort to measure
the
of public organizations through the regu_

Iar collection

and reporting of information about effi_
ciency, quality, and effectiveness, is arguably
the num_
ber one research topic in gou"-r.r*t (Nyhan

and

Martin, 1999).

Under the combined influence of GpRA,r
the NpR,
state and community benchmarking efforts,
and the
GASBis SEA reporting, most federal, state,

and local
government agencies, as well as those private
and non_
profit organizations delivering govemment
programs

under grants and contracts, are likely
to become
involved in performance measurement
before the end
of the decade (Nyhan, Ronald C. and Lawrence L.
I9g9). Once governments begin routinely
col_
flartin,
lecting and reporting performan""
-"u*u."*ent data,
policymakers and policy evaluators
will be faced with
the task of identifying best_practice providers.

How,
then, can governments go about mating
comparisons

The

area of best practice research has only recently
"ng recommended

begun to embrace statistically based comparisons
as a basis for
practices' In part motivated by growing
interest in performance measrrramanr
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across diverse service providers using performance
measurement data? Can best-practice providers actually be identified? As noted by Nyhan and Martin (1999),
"after encouraging governments to routinely collect

application of either quantile regression or SWLS can
produce conflicting and un-interpretable results (MarcAurele, DiAmico and Bretschneider, 2000)
This paperuses Monte Carlo simulations to develop a

and report information on the efficiency, quality, and
effectiveness of their programs, the performance measurement literature suddenly becomes silent on how the
resulting data might be used in making service provider
comparisons."

deeper understanding ofhow quantile regression is likely to perform is a wide array of possible realistic settings.
It is the view of the authors that such studies are neces-

Most of the standard statistical estimation techniques used to analyze performance data focus attention on typical behavior or average behavior. However,
in order to identify a "best" practice case, a different set
of techniques is necessary. Several potential approaches have been identified that attempt to sort out cases

and identify extreme cases. Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA), for example, converts multiple input
and multiple output data on comparable organizations
into a relative measure of technical efficiency, which
can then identify those units that are best at converting
inputs to outputs (Charnes Copper and Rhodes,1978).
Quantile regression and substantively weighted least
squares (a form of iteratively weighted least squares),
have been suggested in situations where a single output
is related to multiple inputs, including environmental

variables, and the relationship between variables is
expected to differ for high performers, typical performers and low performers (Marc-Aurele, DiAmico and
Bretschneider, 2000). While both of these approaches
directly estimate conditional distribution for the outcomes in the tails of a distribution, the quantile
approach allows the user to specify apriori a specific
conditional quantile (Bassett and Koenker, 1978; Eide
and Showalter,1999l' Scharf, Juanes, and Sutherland,
1998). Substantively Weighted Least Squares (SWLS)2
has also been introduced and applied to exploring how

"best practice" organizations differ from typical performers in public administration (Meier and Keiser,
1996; Meier and Gill, 2000). However, SWLS estimation is more heuristic and does not automatically yield
a specific conditional quantile, the actual location in
the tail of the distribution can only be obtained after
estimation and will vary significantly from estimation
to estimation. While some analytic results exist to
guide the use of quantile regression, recent results from

a comparative study on Texas Schools, suggest that
2U

sary in order to develop appropriate strategies for using
any empirical approach to identification and analysis of
"best practice cases" from real world data. The next section of the paper describes the quantile regression model,

how to estimate the model, and how formal statistical
inference is applied. This is followed by a description
of the design of the Monte Carlo simulation and the
resulting datasets. Section four ofthe paper discusses the
results of applying quantile regression to the data and
attempts to develop some reasonable guidance abottr
how to apply quantile regression to real world data
Finally, the paper concludes by summarizing our findings and suggesting directions for future research.
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flrt of Ouantile Regresslon

In this section of the paper, we review the underlying
model associated with Quantile Regression, how to
estimate it from data and how to apply statistical inference to the results.
The Model

Quantile Regression is a statistical technique inten&
ed to estimate, and conduct inference on, conditional

quantile functions (Koenker, 2000a). Its regressio
model, first introduced by Koener and Bassett (1978b)
can be written as

yi=x'i le+Ve ,
where (y;

,x) i = l,

lation, x, is a K

Quants

(Y,lx) =

x'i

Fe

..., fi, is a sample from some

<* I vector of regressors,

(1)

pope

and Quan4

denotes the conditional quantile of yi, condi'
tional on the regressor vector x,(Buchinsky, 1998; Ei&'
and Showalter,1999). Note that as one increases 0

0, l x)

ce

tinuously from0to 1, one traces the entire distributio
of conditional on x.
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An interesting application of the quantile regression

Hnique is in situations where multiple fixed strucres underlay a single dataset. Consider the following
fuation:

.lflli:

Where y, is the dependent variable,.r, is the explanatory variable, 0 <0 <1 is the specific quantile of interest,
and b is a parameter to be estimated, and er+ and et' are
positive and negative deviations from the model also
estimated by the procedure. When 0 =.5, the solution
will be identical to the estimates producing the median
regression line. Quantile regression had been used in a

(2)

broad range

of applications as a comprehensive

approach to the statistical analysis of linear and nonlin-

ear response models (Buchinsky, 1998; Koenker,
nterre an observation Y, could be generated by any of
rl dternative equations. Note that in this context we
dl assume that the set of regressors are the same in

d

of the equations, only the coefficient

r&nge

ftsvations will group together

around the different

Srcrating models. Note that as m increases to

100,

tfr situation approaches the quantile case where each
*e of m is a specific quantile. Many real world
a;*ications ask the researcher to consider situations
re m is some unknown value reflective of different
Erlxxrses or reactions to the same stimuli or inputs.
hexample, in many fields we are interested in how
Hr msdlurn and low performing organizations or

qmisms

bation

Inference and Issues

values

In this context, subsets of

across equations.

2000).

behave and why.

Despite early development of the estimation proce-

dure based on minimizing absolute deviations, little
could be said about the sampling distributions of the
coefficient estimates. This failing is at least partially
responsible for the slow diffusion of the method among
researchers. In 1978 Basset and Koenker (1978) developed a formal basis for large sample inference for the
special case of the median regression and later extended it to include the full set of quantile regression models (Basset and Koenker, 1982). The results demonstrate that in a large sample, estimated parameters are
consistent estimators of the tme parameters and have
an asymptotically normal sampling distribution.
While knowledge of large sample distributions was

and Issues

Wagner (1959) provided one of the earliest treatfor estimation of the quantile model by minidai'ng weighted least absolute deviations. Koenker
d Bassett (1978) discuss the theory for estimating
of a variable assumed to be a linear function
der variables. Bloomfield and Steiger (1980) and
and f)'flrev /1qR7\ evnlcin fhe rrqe of linear

provided through axiomatic developments, most
results surrounding small sample behavior comes from
numerous Monte Carlo simulations (Dielman and
Pfaffenberger, L982). Most of the early simulation
studies of least absolute deviation estimators (LAV)

ing techniques as a means for estimating

Except for standard normal error distributions, these
results found that LAV estimators were consistently
more efficient than least squares estimators. The corresponding results from the large sample theory found
that for any error distribution where the median is
(asymptotically) more efficient than the mean as an
estimator of location, LAY estimates Nou\d simi\ar\y
be more efficient than least squares estimation
(Dielman and Pfaffenberger, 1982).
Consequently, Quantile Regression provides a powerful alternative to more traditional approaches to esti-

ns

regression. Specifically, to estimate a Quantile
ion, the problem can be stated as the following
pogramming problem:

t\t:yr>b\

'

t\t:y,<bf

Subject to:

yr-x,0 - e,* *€t-

=O t= 1,...

1

/ fl lllonte Carlo inalgsls of 0uantlle Regresslon

focused on efficiency of these estimates as compared to
Least squares estimators for various error distributions.

28s

mating relationship for several reasons. While it can
be used to estimate standard relationships for typical
conditional behavior of phenomena (the median

it can also be used to study extreme conditional behavior. Secondly, quantile regression is

regression),

General Structure (high, middle, low)

rfi

Since we are interested in the extreme behavior, we
assume there are many organizations that produce

&
h
m

some output as a function of a single input where a high

more robust than traditional methods in the same way
a median is more robust than the mean, thus its
assumptions are likely to be less restrictive when
applied to real world data. Finally, a well-established
approach to large sample inference exists permitting
formal hypothesis testing. Finally, computational software is now relatively widely diffused making it easy

performing unit is one that generates a higher level of
output for the same level of input than do other units.
Similarly, a unit that generates lower output for the

to apply.

Equations 4, 5 and 6, define these specifically in terms
of different coefficients to convert inputs to outputs.

While simulations studies have been used to compare efficiency LAV estimates with least square estimates, application of quantile regression to study
extreme behavior is relatively new. Several researchers
have proposed alternatives to quantile regression based
on iterated weighted least squares estimation (Meier
and Keiser, 1996; Meier and Gill 2000). To better
understand the characteristics of quantile regression as
a tool for modeling extreme behaviors, several
researchers have compared it with one iterated weighted least squares approach call substantively weighted
least squares (SWLS/SWAT) (Marc-Aurele, D' Amico
and Bretschneider, 2000; Wu, Bretschneider, MarcAurele, 2000). While useful, these prior studies are
limited in the set of conditions simulated. In particular,
their paper considered relatively symmetrically distributed alternative models. This paper considers a broader set of assumptions in building a set of simulated
data, which are more likely to be encountered in the
real world.

same level

of input will be considered a lower per-

h

that there are only three different types of organizations
in our population-high, medium and low performers.

f,E

yu=200+20xn+e
y^= l2O + l0 x- + e
yr =100-5x1+e

(4)
(5)
(6)

Symrnetric v s N on-sy mmetric s ub-sample s

The final sample size was set at 600 cases but il
order to evaluate a wide range of situations that migil
be encountered in the real world, several different dis
tributions of cases allocated to each of the three mo&
els were generated. First, the values for the three indopendent variables were generated using a uniform dbr
tribution defined in the interval0 to 10, and three sq>
arate sets of random elrors were generated based on e
normal distribution with zero mean and variance 5.

likely
occur so that there were 200 observations for
equation combined to form a single sample of

base case assumed each equation was equally

Aurele et. al. (2000) and we refer the reader to

lllonte Carlo Simulation
Table

multiple samples. This is done by an artificial
"world," or pseudo-population, which hopefully
resembles the real world in all relevant respects
(Mooney, 1997\. Our interest is in studying how
quantile regression can identify altemative sub-structures within a single sample for high medium and low
performing cases.
2E6

I

former. In order to simplify the situation, we assuflle

observations. This specific situation was used by

The purpose behind a Monte Carlo Simulation is to
study the behavior of a statistic as it varies across

f,

l: Ihe

flsgmmetrlcal Subgroup

Structure of Simulated Datasets

Percent
of Cases

Corresponding Observations
in the simulated Datasets

High-Medium-Low High
rct20fio

60

20t30t50

120
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70l20tro
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mdy for extensive information on how LAV models
fiired. Here we move on to consider situations where
fie relative likelihood of high, medium and low perfumance is not uniformly distributed and generated
weral alternative samples as shown in Table 1.
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For each of the five designs presented in table 1, one
hdred separate iterations of a 600 case data set were
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prior work has focused on what we call symmettfodistributions of models within a single sample (Wu
rd Bretschneider 2000; Marc-Aurele et. al. 2000),
he we only present the results from our asymmetric
qrrlations where the ratio of high to medium to low

re

10:70:20, 20:30:50, 50:30:20, 60:20:20, and
-ft20:10. The results are summarized in a series of
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related frgures. Each figure plots the average estimate
ofthe slope term for each quantile from the 100 separate samples against the quantile. Each value on the
figure

ft

fluerage Slope Uersus 0uantile urith Ratio

60/20/20

graph then represents the results of 100 estimations and
the whole graph covering 100 separate quantiles sum-

marizes 1000 separate estimates. The true values for
the high, medium and low slope were 20, lO and -5
respectively.
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range of quantiles. Quantile one through 18 the average
estimate remains relatively constant close to the true
value of -5. Then for quantile 19 through 89 the average

I

-Ad
' lkr

slope remains close to 10' Finally the estimated average

sc

slope for quantiles 91 through 100 remains level at 20'

IM

The biggest estimation elrors occur at and around the
break points. This general pattern hold across all of the
various cases presented in figures 1 through 5.
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In Figure 1 we see a direct correspondence between
the percent of cases in each of the 100 samples and the
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Conclusions
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This paper extends the range of situations likely to be
encountered in real world data over pervious simulation
studies of quantile regression. The results further sup
port the ability of quantile regression to accurately estifigure 5: flueroge Slope Uersus Ouantile tuith Ratio
70/20/10

o

-?
U)
9

fum

mate different underlying situations. The particular con'
text for this work is in sorting out how high, medium and
low performing organization convert inputs to outpuB
with particular reference to the best practices area of

20

management research. The results further demonstrate
that quantile regression is an effective tool for the emfi-

ro

ical study of best practices when samples of similr
organizations are available. As an order based statistical
estimation approach, it also has the virtue of being muc
robust than typical moment approaches. The next step is

9ro
H

m

-10

compare these results with iterated least squares
approaches to determine if one of these approaches ca
be identified as superior at accuracy of estimation (bias)
or efficiency of estimation.
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